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Emma wears dress by Paule
Ka, €565, Samui;stole, €59,
and necklace, €39, Fran &
Jane; shoes by Hispanitas,
€130, The Shoe Suite. Lara
wears dress by Cacharel, €355,
Olori; cape, part of 3-piece set
by Moskada, €1,027, Sheena’s
Boutique; necklace, €28,
Isobella Ru; shoes by Marian,
€155, The Shoe Suite.
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Ahead of Cork
Fashion Week,
Carolyn Moore
pays tribute to our
boutiques and their
independent spirit

Emma wears dress by Matilde Cano,
€350, Paper Dolls; hat, €22, Isobella
Ru. Lara wears jacket by Just In
Case, €415, Paper Dolls; shirt by No.
21, €645, and skirt by Alexander
Wang, €450, Samui. Shoes by
Marian, €155, The Shoe Suite.

,

t’s what Cork is known for, and
this season it’s the prevailing
mood in fashion — an
independent spirit swept the
autumn/winter collections and the
fashion world is celebrating
individuality like never before.
It’s an attitude that comes naturally
to the independent spirits who have
been shaping Ireland’s fashion
landscape for decades; the passionate
retailers and boutique owners who
work tirelessly to stay ahead of the
curve, sourcing new labels,
championing creativity, supporting
emerging designers, and — most
importantly — putting their unique
stamp on the increasingly homogenous
high streets of our towns and cities (not
to mention our increasingly clone-like
wardrobes).
Whether it’s the rural boutique that’s
become a fashion destination or the city
emporium that’s a launch pad for
young designers, the nation’s
independent retailers live and breathe
fashion, and breathe life and vigour
into the fashion scene.
The quest for individuality drives
customers to seek out independent
retailers, and the personal touch
differentiates the boutique shopping
experience. Carefully curating each
new season’s offerings, often with
particular customers in mind, the best
boutique owners are beyond business
people and buyers — they’re personal
shoppers, stylists, and sometime
therapists who develop strong
relationships with their customers.
In short, they are the fashion heroes
who are the heart and soul of Ireland’s
fashion scene, and as we head into
another Cork Fashion Week — which
kicks off on October 14 with A
Celebration of Irish Design at
Castlemartyr Resort — we’re
celebrating the fact that Cork is home to
some of the country’s best and
brightest.
From family-owned O’Dwyers Shoes
— 60 years strong and stylishly
revamped as The Shoe Suite — to iconic
Samui, which Clodagh Shorten has
grown into a mini department store
stocking THE essential edit of the
world’s top fashion and lifestyle brands;
from Paper Dolls — where Aisling
Kirwan stocks effortlessly cool
European labels — to new kids on the
block, Olori, named for sisters Lisa and
Susan Jane’s mum, Dolores; and from
Breda Casey’s Miss Daisy Blue —
renowned nationwide for exceptional
vintage — to Ruby Morley’s little gem,
Isobella Ru, Cork knows how to deliver
when it comes to great fashion.
For high end, mid-range, and
everything in between, the city is a
one-stop-shop for fashion fans looking
beyond the high street for hard working
wardrobe builders, high fashion
investment pieces, or show-stopping
occasion wear, and busy women know
the time saved shopping a tight edit of
the season’s biggest trends — with the
help of someone who knows their
budget, their body and their taste — is
worth the investment.
So take inspiration from our Cork
indie edit, and set your independent
spirit free this season.

Emma wears jacket by Just in Case,
€390, Paper Dolls; necklace, €39,
Fran & Jane; trousers by Parosh,
€450, Samui; boots by Mjus, €170,
The Shoe Suite. Lara wears sweater
by Catherine Hammel, €595, Olori;
trousers by Parosh, €240, Samui;
loafers by Marco Moreo, €190, The
Shoe Suite.
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Emma wears jumpsuit by 3.1 Phillip Lim, €1,010, Samui; vintage
blouse €35, Miss Daisy Blue; shoes
by Marian, €155, The Shoe Suite.
Lara wears blouse by Cacharel,
€300, Olori; trousers by Silvian
Heach, €119, Blush; shoes by Marc
Fisher, €160, The Shoe Suite.
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Emma wears jumper by Sita
Murt, €235, and skirt by Just
In Case, €220, Paper Dolls;
necklace, €28, and pearl
headpiece, €64, Isobella Ru.
Lara wears dress by Cacharel, €390, Olori, and coat by
Turnover, €480, Paper Dolls.

Emma wears faux fur by Lucky Lu, €299, Sheena’s Boutique; vintage knit suit, €148, Miss Daisy Blue; shoes by Hispanitas, €130, The
Shoe Suite. Lara wears coat by J Lindeberg, €400, Olori; jumper by
Claire Campbell, €365, Samui; skirt by Darling, €105, Blush; shoes
by Marian, €155, The Shoe Suite.

CREDITS
I Photography:
Miki Barlok
I Styling:
Carolyn Moore
I Hair: Leah
O’Sullivan for Peter
Mark
I Makeup: Monika
Sobala
I Models: Lara
Quinn and Emma
Bateman at
Lockdown

I Cork Fashion
Week runs from
October 14 to 22.
See corkfashionweek.com for tickets
and event listings.
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